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Page 14 of 18: One of the standout features of the Galaxy S3 was its Smart Stay function, which blocked screen timing when you read the article by observing your eyes. For Samsung Galaxy S4, Samsung has added ante by adding its new Smart Scroll function. Smart scrolling lets you scroll up or down, as its name suggests, simply by moving your head (or phone) up and down.
Turn on this feature:Open the Settings menu and click the My Device tab at the top of the screen. Tap the Smart Screen tab. Switch from the Off position on the slider next to the Smart Scroll pane to On. Open a Web page or e-mail message, and then look down to scroll up to the page. To scroll down, look up. Photo credit: The launch of TechRadar Samsung Galaxy Home has
been quite a stop-start since the Bixby-controlled smart speaker was first unveiled in August 2018 – but now we may have a release date to look forward to. Way... Speaking to the Korea Herald, Kim Hyun-suk, one of Samsung CEOs and head of the Consumer Electronics division, said the company is aiming for a mid-year launch. If that sounds confusing, other Samsung
executives told the Herald to wait for the Q3 rollout, according to Phone Arena. Samsung Galaxy Home was originally scheduled for its April 2019 release, but with the month coming and going, it became clear that a spacecraft-looking competitor to Amazon Echo, Apple HomePod and Google Home would not land anytime soon. Focusing on the soundIf Galaxy Home arrives in the
coming months, we still don't know in which areas it's available – last year there were rumors that a Bixby-controlled smart speaker would come to China, Korea and the U.S. before any other market, but it's unclear whether Samsung will stick to this deployment strategy. As Phone Arena points out, the Q3 release date may coincide with the expected August launch of the Galaxy
Note 10. In August 2018, we got a short first look at the speaker, which sports a rather strange shape, such as the onion of a flower resting on top of three silver pins, which serves as a pedested pedest. Image credit: TechRadar There is not much known about the sound quality of Samsung Galaxy Home at the moment, but we know that it is powered by Harman's AKG sound and
includes eight microphones from the remote sound tone, so you can talk to Samsung voice assistant Bixby from the corner of the room. At the launch, Samsung revealed that it had partnered with Spotify to help you seamlessly switch between devices without skipping the beat of your music. The feature is enabled through Samsung Smart Things and allows you to walk into your
home by listening to Spotify on your Samsung phone and automatically connecting it to a speaker or smart TV when you walk into a room. It remains to be seen whether we will actually get to see these features up and running before the end of this year – after all Samsung does not have a great record so far to achieve release dates. Samsung Samsung Note 10: what we want to
see atvia phone arena We have heard samsung's Bixby-enabled smart speaker for over a year now. Well, it's finally been... Teased? Yes, it seems that Samsung is not ready to reveal all the nitty-gritties on the speaker, or it still needs to fine-tun bixby 2.0. But still, we need to know what the speaker is called and that it is as dedicated to sounding good as the Apple HomePod is.
Fortunately, it's not Magbee, as the rumor mill had suggested. In fact, it is called Samsung Galaxy Home. Maybe a little common, but it's instantly recognizable and it certainly explains exactly what Samsung wants the smart speaker to be - the centerpiece of your entire smart home through Samsung Smart Thungs Hub. It is an unusually shaped circular object lifted with three foots.
It looks strange, but we are made to believe that everything is in the name of an excellent voice. With 6 speakers ready to fire in all directions and woofer shooting straight down, Galaxy Home will presumably be able to generate awesome sounds for you no matter which room you're in. Galaxy Home not only is able to shoot sound in all directions, but it can also hear commands
from every point in the room thanks to a total of eight fine-tuned microphones. Samsung has partnered with Spotify to give you a real platform sinsio listen. Music playback goes from phone to Galaxy Home speaker as soon as you enter the room (and confirm the function with a pop-up notification) for a seamless experience. Have no idea. Samsung promised that it would talk more
about Galaxy Home soon. How soon will it happen? Apparently, at the next Samsung Developer Conference, which starts on November 7th, 2015, the 100th of July, 2015, will be the first time that the Samsung Developer Conference will Could Galaxy Home be released just in time for the holiday season? Subscribe to our newsletter! Page 15 of 18: Samsung Galaxy S4 has a
bunch of great gesture activated features that allow you to perform key actions with a hand wave. With the motion controls on your Galaxy S4, you can make a call simply by placing your phone next to your ear, lifting your phone to check the calls and silence the ringtone by putting the phone flat on the screen. — Daniel P. HowleySend Smart Gestures:Swipe down from the top of
the screen to open the Notifications box, then tap the Settings icon. At the top of the screen, tap the My Device tab, and then scroll down to select the Gestures and Gestures tab. Click the Motion tab, and then change the slider at the top of the screen to Off. Turn on the features you want to activate and use the home button to exit. Remember Samsung's Bixby powred Galaxy
Home smart speaker? Not? It's probably because it hasn't started yet. According to The Verge, it was due to be announced by the end of the third financial year of this year. And about five months ago, Samsung Electronics CEO Hyun-suk Kim said the speaker would arrive by mid-second half of the year. It's October. Galaxy Home is still missing in action. Keep in the way that this
speaker, which was unveiled more than a year ago, originally had a broadcast date in early 2019. It became April, and it became later this year. In other words, it has been delayed several times, and at this point we wondered if there were any technical issues affecting it, such as how Apple poked the AirPower carpet because it didn't work properly or meet the company's
expectations. With the best Google Home and Nest Hub deals for December 2020Pocket-lintBut, it's a smart speaker - which everyone - including Amazon, Google and Apple - have been able to develop and launch without any problems. It's also not forgotten that Samsung unveiled another Galaxy Home speaker, the Galaxy Home Mini, last summer, and never mentioned the
original speaker during its announcement. Currently, certain Galaxy smartphone owners in South Korea are testing galaxy Home Mini.So, which is the deal. What happened to home? Your guess is as good as ours. We have contacted Samsung for comment. Tuned. Written by Maggie Tillman. Samsung's Galaxy S21 is rumoured to have an early launch, a possible January 2021
release, but the handset could see huge changes compared to this year's Galaxy S20 - especially if the whispers of the S-Series and Note series merger are true. The device is set to look a lot different from Samsung's usual price, based on the data we've heard so far, and the latest tidbit on the design front suggests a twist of aesthetics that will be introduced to support the
innovative new sound system that music fans love. (Photo: LetsGoDigital) Samsung Display has left a trademark blade frame, suggesting that a flat edge and frame are coming, similar to the iPhone 12. This is a massive departure of curved screens with which it is stuck in the past, last seen on the Galaxy S20 and Note 10, but it seems there may be more to the design than a
simple overhaul. LetsGoDigital reports that Samsung is exploring the use of flexible displays with its smartphones, which can pop out of the case to some extent, to create a speaker resonance chamber to improve sound sound and quality. You can see this mechanic in action in the rendering above, as well as in the image below, which gives us a peek inside and how to pull this
out. (Photo credit: LetsGoDigital) The speakers are located under the screen along with the microphone and the camera in front and the cooling fan, which means that the display camera can also be on the cards. This is based on a patent filed in February and published last week for an electronic device with an expandable interior that works on the same premise as the LG G7
ThinQ and its BoomBox speaker, which uses the insides of the phone as a massive resonance chamber to get seriously loud and produce roaring bass... LetsGoDigital also states that the documents mention that the flexible supports S-Pen, which we have not yet seen folding. If the Note and S series are combined, this will give more weight to the rumor. Blade Bezel makes much
more sense in light of the new screen, so while it may look like Samsung is raising the iPhone 12 design (which is going back to the iPhone 6), it is actually taking a huge step forward rather than going back to the old format. This puts even more pressure on Apple to shake things up as it is currently lagging behind its Android competitors in several areas, and introducing an old
format factor isn't really a change that fans want to see when the flagship still doesn't support recreational rates above 60Hz, for example. But we are excited to see what Samsung has in store, and if the next device launch occurs as soon as rumors suggest, it won't be long before we see what it has to offer. Best Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra Deals of the DaySource:LetsGoDigital
LetsGoDigital
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